
 

Swimming with whales: You must know the
risks and when it's best to keep your distance
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Three people were injured last month in separate humpback whale
encounters off the Western Australia coast. 

The incidents happened during snorkeling tours on Ningaloo Reef when
swimmers came too close to a mother and her calf.
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https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/aug/08/three-women-injured-swimming-with-whales-in-australia-in-space-of-a-week


 

Swim encounters with humpback whales are relatively new in the
Australian wildlife tourism portfolio. The WA tours are part of a trial
that ends in 2023. A few tour options have also been available in
Queensland since 2014.

But last month's injuries have raised concerns about the safety of
swimming with such giant creatures in the wild.

Close encounters

Until recently, you had to travel to Tonga, Niue or French Polynesia for
similar humpback whale encounters in Oceania. Or you could swim with
other species, such as dwarf minke whales on the Great Barrier Reef.

But when we interact with wild animals there is always a risk to safety,
especially in challenging environments such as open water.

Whales, like other wildlife, may behave unpredictably. Active surface
behaviors such as breaching, tail and fin slaps present a significant risk
for swimmers and whale watchers. 

In one of the WA encounters, the nursing female was reported to display
pectoral fin and tail slaps. These are potentially threatening due to the
size (up to 16 meters long) and power of humpback whales.

These behaviors are frequently observed in social interactions between
humpback whales and can present a severe risk of injury to anyone close
by, with potentially life-threatening results.

A recent study of the impacts of swimmer presence on humpback
whales off Réunion Island (on Madagascar's east coast in the Indian
Ocean) confirmed a high occurrence of aggressive and/or defensive
whale behavior.
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https://www.dpaw.wa.gov.au/management/marine/marine-wildlife/552-swimming-with-humpback-whales
https://www.dpaw.wa.gov.au/management/marine/marine-wildlife/552-swimming-with-humpback-whales
https://www.queensland.com/au/en/places-to-see/experiences/nature-and-wildlife/whales/swimming-with-whales-in-queensland.html
https://www.watoday.com.au/national/western-australia/no-freak-accident-scientists-flagged-concerns-with-ningaloo-humpback-swimming-tours-as-early-as-2015-20200819-p55n6w.html
http://www.tongaholiday.com/things-to-do/whale-watching/
https://www.niueisland.com/whale-watching
https://tahititourisme.com/en-us/tahiti-activities/outdoors/swimming-with-whales/
https://www.queensland.com/nz/en/places-to-see/experiences/nature-and-wildlife/whales/swimming-with-dwarfe-minke-whales.html
https://doi.org/10.3727/154427319X15722432101718
https://www.watoday.com.au/national/western-australia/woman-injured-in-incident-with-two-humpback-whales-while-swimming-off-exmouth-20200803-p55hz0.html
https://doi.org/10.3727/154427320X15960647825531


 

The researchers observed flipper and tail fluke swipes and
thrashes—sudden movements of a whale's extremities—especially in
mother-and-calf pairs.

Keep your distance

While the reasons for the Australian incidents are still unclear, a possible
explanation could be that the swimming groups approached the whales
too closely and ignored the signs the whales did not welcome visitors.

Maintaining a safe distance should be required of any tourists interested
in seeing or getting close to unpredictable wildlife, especially in
unfamiliar environments. 
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https://phys.org/tags/safe+distance/


 

A humpback whale (1) breaching, (2) head lunge, (3) tail slap and (4) pectoral
fin slap can all be a danger to people close by. Credit: Chantal Denise Pagel,
Author provided

We cannot expect tourists, who are often first-time whale swim
participants, to be able to read and interpret whale behavior. So it is vital
that crew members are skilled and experienced and can end an encounter
if it needs to be.

Knowledgeable in-water guides are indispensable in commercial swim-
with-whales programs. Yet this is often not a requirement by
organizations issuing licenses for such activities.

For example, permits in New Zealand require "knowledgeable operators
and staff", but there is no requirement to have guides in the water during
the encounter. People interested in swim-with-whale encounters should
choose tour companies that provide in-water guides who join them in
their adventure.

We should also question whether interactions with female whales caring
for newborn calves should be allowed. Best-practice guidelines advise
against interactions where calves are present.

Recent research in the popular whale-swim destination Tonga showed
mother-and-calf pairs avoid about one-third of tour vessel approaches by
diving for longer periods.

Yet surface resting times are critical for calves. Any decrease in time
spent resting for mother-and-calf pairs can affect a calf's growth rate,
overall fitness and chances of survival.
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https://www.doc.govt.nz/get-involved/apply-for-permits/interacting-with-marine-mammals/
https://worldcetaceanalliance.org/certification/global-guidelines/
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0219364


 

Similar observations were made in Réunion. Three out of four (74%)
mother-calf-pairs changed their behavior to avoid swimmers.

Safety first: for whales and swimmers

The Pacific Whale Foundation is undertaking a study to assess the
impact of swimming with humpback whales in Hervey Bay, Queensland,
Australia.

This research is to monitor the behavior of humpback whales, providing
critical insights into whether tourism activities add stress to this
recovering population.

  
 

  

We need to be extra careful when near a mother humpback whale with her calf.
Credit: Shutterstock/Lewis Burnett
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https://pacificwhale.com.au/cruises/swim-with-impact-study/
https://phys.org/tags/humpback/
https://phys.org/tags/whales/
https://phys.org/tags/humpback+whales/


 

But research into the suitability of wildlife species used for commercial
tourism operations and their health and safety provisions still lacks
fundamental depth. 

In highly interactive tourism activities such as swim-with-wildlife
programs, tourists should receive education about the risks involved in
these "bucket list" experiences. This should include information on
animal behavior and the potential consequences for swimmers.

Furthermore, training tour operators to identify behaviors that may
indicate disturbance or have the potential to be harmful to clients is an
important additional step towards safer interactions. 

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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